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to a general medical floor, and finally to the physician's office for a one-month
follow-up. Once thesimulation iscompleted, theprogram evaluates theuser'sdecisions
by categorizing them as harmful, neither harmful nor helpful, or helpful. For each
evaluation a rationale is included.
This program is highly recommended for physicians and medical students. For the
practicing physician it is an excellent way to review the renin-angiotensin system and a
relatively quick way to earn eight CMEcredits. Although it is rather expensive for the
average medical student, it would make an admirable purchase for the physiology,
pathology, or pharmacology department ofany medical school, which could then make
it available for general educational use to medical students.
STEVEN M. FINKBEINER
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Yale University SchoolofMedicine
GRAPHER. For the IBM PC/AT/XT and compatibles with 512K. Golden, CO, Golden
Software Inc. $199.00. SIGMAPLOT. Vers. 3.1. For the IBM PC/AT/XT and compati-
bles with 512K. Sausalito, CA, Jandel Scientific. $395.00.
Publication quality graphics are an integral part of data analysis. Two graphing
programs, Grapher and Sigmaplot, offer the research scientist a means to preparesuch
high-resolution graphics on an IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible with 512K. Both
pieces ofsoftware permit data entry in a spreadsheet format. In addition, each permits
inclusion of error bars, axis titles, graph titles, symbol key legends, and comments.
Both programs can import data from other programs as either Lotus or ASCII files.
Grapher would be particularly useful to the scientist who repeats the same x-y line
graph data analysis many times. The program permits axis formats, legends, titles, and
comments to be stored on a disk as files independent ofthe graph itself. Therefore, any
graph can be quickly linked to stored formats and text so that these need not be
re-entered manually. (An obvious disadvantage to this approach is the increased
amount of storage space required.) Output to plotters and laser printers is clear and
crisp. An outstanding feature is the remarkably fine output, both graphics and text, on
dot matrix printers. The major limitation of Grapher is its inability to produce bar or
piegraphs. For the researcher whoworks primarilywith linegraphs, however, Grapher
is an excellent choice.
Unlike Grapher, Sigmaplot produces bar graphs as well as line graphs. Sigmaplot
offers the user very precise control over graph formatting and text placement. The user
enters data into an extremely large spreadsheet, as opposed to Grapher's limited
five-column spreadsheet. Multiple axes can be used, and each axis can be individually
formatted for labels, scale, and tick marks. Plotted points can be either presented as a
scatter plot or connected by straight lines or smooth curves. In addition, any order
regression analysis can be applied to the points and drawn on the graph. The points
themselves can be plotted with a variety of shapes that can be sized by the user or
omitted entirely. Particularly facile is the localization, sizing, and orientation of
comments and labels. While output to plotters and laser printers is clear and neat, text
output to dot matrix printers is somewhat rough. In addition, the font selection is,
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The potency ofSigmaplot's graph layout easily outweighs these limitations, however.
Sigmaplot is a highly versatile program whose only bounds are the scientist's
imagination.
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